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understand.
see.
Experience.

The AM specialist conference
with exhibition
Participation options for
companies

Understanding. If you want to help shape the
future, you have to understand. Our international
congress makes it possible. Seeing. See what
moves others. See the AM market and be seen.
Experience. Experience what Erfurt, the city
with feel-good charm, has to offer.

Early bird prices
by 15 December 2022

What is your contribution to the additive
process chain? Show it during Rapid.Tech 3D
from May 9 to 11, 2023 and secure your booth
space now.
it‘s in Erfurt!

Get in touch
Manuela Braune
Project Manger Rapid.Tech 3D
m.braune@messe-erfurt.de
+49 (0)361 – 400 1730

We offer additive
technologies a broad stage.

Messe Erfurt GmbH
rapidtech@messe-erfurt.de
www.rapidtech-3d.com

www.rapidtech-3D.com

Additive Manufacturing –
the future of industry is taking shape

Even the corona pandemic could not stop the
positive trend - on the contrary: the restrictions
on access to traditional manufacturing methods
meant that additive manufacturing is becoming
increasingly important for supply chains, because
it has shown how warehousing can be replaced
through on-demand manufacturing.

Lecture forum
for exhibitors
3D Printing
Conference

Access to
exhibition

Lunchtime catering for exhibitors
and conference participants

▸

CAFÉ

▸

NEw

in 2023

• Software
• Design
•	New applications in AM

• Plant construction and process
engineering
• Post-processing and quality assurance

3D Pioneers Challenge:

In addition, our “AM Stammtisch” will premiere –
interactive expert discussions on AM trend topics

Presentation of finalists and award ceremony of
the high-class international design competition
for additive technologies

Get the facts:
www.3dpc.io

From research to finishing, international
exhibitors present their solutions for all
aspects of additive manufacturing and
3D printing.

Special stand packages available:
Start-ups
	Universities
Additive Area: small stand area
that offers all-inclusive appearance
Please visit our website to get more
information on our special stand packages.

Send us your idea:
rapidtech@messe-erfurt.de

Access to the specialist conference

▸

Just as AM brings different technologies together, Rapid.Tech 3D brings different players together: from machine manufacturers to software
developers, university lecturers to medium-sized
manufacturing companies. From May 9th to 11th,
2023, everyone who does not see AM as a dream
of the future, but sets the tone, will meet at
Rapid.Tech 3D.

The focus of every innovation is the dialogue between
experts and doers. At the Rapid.Tech 3D specialist
conference, users meet developers and you too can
join the discussion!

•	Mobility
•	Aviation
•	AM science
•	Medical

StartUp
Area

▸

Do you want more than just collecting leads?
With us you can reach AM users at eye level!

The Rapid.Tech 3D specialist
conference – the heart of Rapid.Tech
3D since day one

As an exhibitor, take the opportunity to contribute
a user-oriented specialist lecture yourself: you will reach the right decision-makers at a professional level.
Become part of the multifaceted lecture program!

Topics that will move the 2023 congress include:

Access to
exhibition

For AM, the times of pure prototype technology
are over. The further developments in machines,
materials and software in recent years have been
enormous and now enable additive manufacturing with new quality parameters. More and
more series applications are becoming possible
through the integration of additive manufacturing technology within the value chain - AM has
long since opened up a large number of customer
industries due to its flexibility.

Exhibitors place topics in the lecture program

With our network offers
you become so much more than just
a part of the exhibition
You deserve more attention?
With our sponsoring packages we put your
company even more in focus.
Various marketing services for exhibitors included, such as
an unlimited guest ticket package to invite your customers
to visit the exhibition for free.
Information on our sponsorship offers (e.g. evening event,
exhibitor party or lecture stage) can be found on our website.

Rapid.Tech 3D evening event on May 10 in the
trendy location ZENTRALHEIZE in the middle of
	Erfurt‘s city center
Welcome BBQ on May 8
Exhibitor party in the exhibition hall on May 9
Exhibitors meet congress participants
daily at the relaxed free lunch catering inside
the exhibition hall

At Rapid.Tech 3D, the topic of networking and community
building is a top priority right from the start.
A “3D printing family” has grown in Erfurt for 19 years.
From managing directors to graduates, multi-faceted
actors, users and global players meet here to ex
change knowledge and advance the industry.
Erfurt‘s beautiful old town invites to hold one or the
other customer appointment casually in the blue hour
with a view of the Krämerbrücke.

